It is shown that solutions to a nonlinear abstract wave equation (see equations (2
Further, we gather from (iii) that F (0) > 0, and therefore by continuity, that either {F~ ) < 0 on [0, co), or there exists at least one point, rj < co, such that (F"a(i7))' = 0.
We prove the second alternative leads to a contradiction.
Assume that 77* (<«>) is the first point such that (2.11) (F-*(r7*))'=0. 
where the notation is the same as that used in §2, except that now we additionally assume A is coercive, i.e. there exists c (> 0) such that
The function k(t) is defined by (3-3) kit) = 2(log fit))', with / belonging to the set d, where &=\g\g £C2{R),g>0,g' >0,4ga2c>g"\.
As an example of such an /, we may take fit) = e , for a > 0. Then k = A combination of (2.2), (2.4), (3.5) and (3.8) in (3.7) next shows that
(3,9) >f"F2/af-k{t)FF', since / £ ff.
On multiplying (3.9) by afF~^ + ', we deduce that the functional -f{t)F~ (t) is a convex function of time, i.e., ,2 (3.10) -AA-(f{t)F-a(t)) <0.
After integration, (3.10) yields
Since (3-6) holds, the theorem follows directly from the last inequality.
In 
